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Abstract 

In real time the Sonographer can do scanning, analyze, and describe to the best of accuracy 

dependent on their own insight. Here breast images are taken for research examination. 

Ultrasonography is an instrument used for breast imaging, where the sonographer makes some 

ongoing comprehension of the patient's breast malignant growth status. Breast malignancy 

investigation is generally completed on scanned images, which are acquired utilizing either 

sonographic or mammographic imaging frameworks. Clamor evacuation methods must be 

utilized for expulsion of errors in the scanned images for better reports. For future 

investigation, the scanning strategy can be carefully recorded as a video or stills. In opposition 

to this strategy, one can also choose mammographic x-ray beam imaging and progressed 

radiological methods to get away from images of patient's breast with the end goal of finding. 
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Introduction 

In this serious world, medical services experts and researchers maintaining their high spotlight 

on one of the two significant issues, (i) Ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) and (ii) Invasive ductal 

carcinoma (IDC). In General, Radiologists analyze visually the mammographic or MR images 

with the assistance of image investigation supportive network built in the scanning devices. 

Ultra-sonographic breast disease images are considered for this research. These sorts of images 

are regularly used to control breast biopsies. Ultra-sonographic imaging is discovered to be an 

amazingly valuable method, particularly for ladies with thick breast and a negative 

mammogram. However, they end up in ‘false negative’ and ‘false positive’ choices, which 

represent an issue of worry as on date.  

This paper attempts to give a fundamental achievable answer for this issue. Gamma Correction 

formula is utilized to tackle this issue. This equation is a transformation of linear luminance-

based images into a nonlinear luminance-basedimages. Breast cancer detection in a 

mammography image before a lump appears or some other symptoms show up usually leads to 

the conclusion that mammogram has done a fine job. Shockingly, the vast majority of the 

patients don't profit by the examination of mammography images not on the grounds that 

mammography isn't right, but because of the absence of solid image handling and pattern 

recognition and translation strategies.  

Generally, a screening assessment doesn't yield a complete outcome. The patients who don't 

experience the ill effects of malignant growth yet are exposed to additional testing separated 

from mammographic scanning are alluded to as "false positives". This implies that false positive 

mammograms influence ladies normal behavior and prosperity. Despite the fact that false 

positive ladies go through routine screening or perform self-assessments, some of them become 

restless and expect that they have breast malignancy. It is an undesirable and more so tedious 

cycle for both false positives and diagnostic centers to get into regular screening strategies. Now 

and then, false positive outcomes end up being over symptomatic. To add to additional 

uneasiness, mammograms by and large do not show up tumors for unaided eyes of a radiologist 

thus ladies are pointlessly arranged as "false negatives." 
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Filters for Removing Clamor in Ultrasonography Image 

Ultrasonography Image: A strategy that utilizes high-energy sound waves to take a gander at 

tissues and organs inside the body. The sound waves make echoes that structure photos of the 

tissues and organs on a PC screen (sonogram). Ultrasonography might be utilized to help 

analyze illnesses, for example, malignant growth and so on. This is a procedure and operator 

dependent and the sonographer or a radiologist must have high experience in scanning. For 

analysis past reports and continuous process of scanning is also helpful. Following images Fig. 

1 and Fig. 2 shows the cancer mass present in the breast. Fig.1 is not seen clearly on IDC. If the 

scanning is done again it is clearly seen in Fig. 2. This is a painless procedure, and the 

perception is clear if the checked images are in shading. Target examining is done for ladies 

having exceptionally little breast with transducers working on 17 MHz f. The most basic issue 

presented by ultrasonography image is 'spot clamor', which makes symptomatic cycle difficult. 

So appropriate filters are to be utilized for denoising. Spot clamor debases the nature of images 

and better subtleties of the body parts are not seen appropriately. This commotion limits contrast 

goal with the end goal that low difference sores in the scanned image are not appropriately 

envisioned. 

Targeted gray-scale ultra-sonographic image 

showing 1.4-cm solid hypoechoic mass 

Color version of targeted ultra-sonographic 

image 

showing 1.4-cm solid hypoechoic mass 

Fig. 1: Ultra-sonographic targeted image and its colored version 

Repeat ultra-sonographic image scanned 

through the  

entire mass, which shows an invasive ductal 

carcinoma 

Color version of repeat ultra-sonographic 

image scanned through the entire mass, which 

shows an invasive ductal carcinoma 

Fig. 2: Ultra-sonographic targeted image and its colored version – a repeated scan 
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Clamor/Speckle Noise removing with filters 

Speckle noise is the clamor that emerges because of the impact of ecological conditions on the 

imaging sensor during image obtaining. Speckle noise is generally recognized in the event of 

clinical images. The large test in ultrasound imaging is denoising, this explanation is being the 

presence of speckle artifacts. Making a numerical model is somewhat hard for it since this sort 

of speckle noise is tissue based. Various tissues show distinctive acoustic impedances and the 

ultrasound frequency waves sent by the imaging framework is halfway reflected and generally 

communicated by the tissue limits. 

 

Lessening speckle artifacts should be possible by an elevated level plan of the filter. Numerous 

algorithms are proposed so far for eliminating Speckle clamor in ultrasound images are 

unfriendly for visual. Utilization of higher frequencies would yield better image goal however 

will restrict profundity of entrance. Consequently, one needs to pick fitting ultrasonic frequency 

according to requirement. Alternatively, speckle artifacts evacuation procedures dependent on 

logarithmic methodology may yield better outcomes. To have an unmistakable comprehension 

beneath approaches used. 

For reducing or removing speckle noise, algorithms which use logarithmic transformations and 

nonlinear estimations will give better results without damaging quality and morphology of 

image features at the time of visualization. 2D- autocorrelation method is most preferred 

procedure for white noise removing.  

2D autocorrelation: Noise removing 

Noise removal using 2D autocorrelation 
In general, 2D autocorrelation is basically a pixel value intensifier and not commotion remover. 

On the other hand, Gaussian filter is a commotion remover. In this way, autocorrelation of a 

Gaussian separated image would yield power improved denoised image. Autocorrelation is a 

function by itself. In numerical terms, autocorrelation is determined as 

 

 Autocorrelation function is Gii(a,b)  

 Image pixel intensity at (x,y) is i(x,y)  

 Distance from (x, y) represented by a,b. 

 Width and height of the image are represented by M, N. 

 

This equation is a mathematical model for autocorrelating similar images which are equal in 

nature. Now the normalized autocorrelation is defined by the equation given below: 

 

The autocorrelation of Gaussian is another Gaussian function with smaller standard deviations. 

For instance, consider a digital x-ray chest image shown in Fig. 3(a). Fig. 3(b) shows its 

Gaussian filtered version. 
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(a) Original image with noise (b) Gaussian filtered image of 

(a) 

(c) Autocorrelated version of 

image (b) 

Fig. 3: Noise removal using autocorrelation of Gaussian filtered image 

Fig. 3(c) shows the autocorrelated version of the Gaussian filtered image of Fig. 3(b). Gaussian 

filtered image shown in Fig. 3(b) could be seen to be almost free of speckle noise and image 

shown in Fig. 3(c) to be intensity enhanced. 

Optimized Bayesian Non Local Means (OBNLM) filter for Noise removal 

OBNLM method is mostly used to remove speckle noise in an ultrasound image using a 

Bayesian motivation for the Non-Local Means filtering. In this case, the signal at a pixel is 

modeled as a zero mean Gaussian random variable with a variance determined by the scattering 

properties of the scanned tissue at the current pixel. OBNLM algorithm is commonly used for 

processing ultrasound images.  

The theoretical connections to diffusion and non-parametric estimation of a neighborhood filter 

is basically NL-means filter. It is defined as  

, 

is the input image at region  , 

Nnoisy image pixel is z(x) 

Average weighted pixel values is NL Z(x) 

Normalizing values can be obtained by , w(x,y) are the weights computed 

using the equation: 

 

h is approximately equal to 12, G(t) is the Gaussian kernel with standard deviation that decides 

the distance between the central pixel under the scanning window and other pixels 

Log Normal Filtering (LN) Algorithm 

z(i, j) = {[W log(a(i, j)) / log(W)]n} / Wn-1 

The above equation is for Log Normal algorithm 

where z(i, j) is the output pixel value, a(i, j) is the OBNLM filtered input image pixel value, W is 

the maximum intensity value present in the OBNLM filtered image and n is a constant. Fig. 4 

shows the LN filter characteristics with various values for n. 
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Fig. 4: Filter characteristics of LN filter 

Hybridization of OBNLM and LN filters 

Fig. 5 is Hybridization of OBNLM and LN filters which shows a breast image, its logarithmic 

version and normalized version followed by OBNLM filtering. 

    

Ultrasonographic breast image Histogram Gamma and OBNLM filtered 

image 

Histogra

m 

Fig. 5: Sample breast cancer image, its OBNLM filtered version and histograms 

With reference to Fig. 5, one may observe that despeckling of ultrasonography breast image is 

essential to visualize most of the hidden information due to presence of noise. 

Statistics and Visual Quality Measures 

The statistics of the ultrasonography images shown in Fig. 5 before and after OBNLM filtering 

are given in table 1. 
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Table 1: Statistics of sample image before and after OBNLM filtering 

Statistics of ultrasonographic breast 

image with speckle noise 

Statistics of ultrasonographic breast 

image after OBNLM filtering 

Pixels Count 175044 Pixels Count 173153 

Pixels without black 173865 Pixels without black 171939 

Red Min 0 Red Min 0 

Red Max 255 Red Max 253 

Red Mean 73.2685667603574 Red Mean 126.068367282115 

Red Standard 

Deviation 
48.2617100479182 

Red Standard 

Deviation 
73.0906383910361 

Red Median 67 Red Median 126 

Red Total Count 175044 Red Total Count 173153 

Green Min 0 Green Min 0 

Green Max 255 Green Max 253 

Green Mean 73.2685667603574 Green Mean 126.068367282115 

Green Standard 

Deviation 
48.2617100479182 

Green Standard 

Deviation 
73.0906383910361 

Green Median 67 Green Median 126 

Green Total Count 175044 Green Total Count 173153 

Blue Min 0 Blue Min 0 

Blue Max 255 Blue Max 253 

Blue Mean 73.2685667603574 Blue Mean 126.068367282115 

Blue Standard 

Deviation 
48.2617100479182 

Blue Standard 

Deviation 
73.0906383910361 

Blue Median 67 Blue Median 126 

Blue Total Count 175044 Blue Total Count 173153 
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Fig. 6: Mean values of Red, Green and Blue components before and after filtering 

From Table.1 and Fig. 6, one can see that the mean estimations of Red, Green and Blue 

segments of the filtered image is practically 1.5 times (on a normal) more than those of the first 

scanned image. The separating activity proposed in this paper yields a sort of evened out yield 

yet with the expulsion of speckle noise, and subsequently the method is prescribed to be utilized 

for preprocessing ultrasonography breast image for malignant growth study. 

Visual quality measures 

An experiment has been performed on the scanned image given in Fig. 5 and the observations 

presented in Table 2. Relationship between entropy and visual quality of scanned image is given 

in Fig. 7  

Table 2: Visual quality measures of scanned breast image 

 

Fig. 7: Relationship between entropy and visual quality (scanned image) 
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An experiment has been performed on the OBNLM filtered image given in Fig. 5 and the 

observations presented in Table.3. Relationship between entropy and visual quality of filtered 

image is given in Fig.8.  

 

Fig. 7: Relationship between entropy and visual quality (filtered image) 

Table 3: Visual quality measures of the OBNLM filtered breast image 
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Fig. 8: Relationship between entropy and visual quality (filtered image) 

Mammographic Images Gamma Correction 

Gamma correction is a nonlinear operation meant for encoding and decoding intensity or 

tristimulus values in a still image or video. 

One sample MR image with benign tumor and the other one with adenocarcinoma are 

considered for analysis. Gamma correction is applied on both images and results presented. 

Case study #1 

Image details: MR image with benign tumor 

Source: Classified; Patient detail: Classified 

 
  

Sample MR image Benign tumor identified MR image without tumor 

Fig. 9: Sample MR image with benign tumor 
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Visual quality of original MR image with benign tumor 
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Fig. 10: Visual quality measures of original MR image with benign tumor 

Visual quality of gamma corrected MR image with benign tumor 
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Fig. 11: Visual quality measures of gamma corrected MR image with benign tumor 

Results &Observations 

 Breast cancer can be identified with ultrasonography scanners by radiologists.  

 Speckle noise is difficult to remove if the image is blended with different speckle noise.  

 Speckle noise can be removed with different kinds of filters 

 For reducing speckle noise the best procedure is LN-OBNLM 

 Better visual quality and considerable entropy can be obtained after filtering. 

 In the gamma corrected image, the medians of Red, Green and Blue components are 

reduced to ‘0’ from the original values 

 The medians of Red, Green and Blue white balanced components are reduced to almost 

one third of their original values in the gamma corrected image. 

 Trade of Threshold (ToT) value is reduced to 2 in the gamma corrected image from the 

value of 12 of original image, which means improvement in the visual quality. 

 

Conclusion 

All said and done, current practice in cancer studies makes use of images obtained from 

advanced scanners like x-ray tomography, mammography, MRI, PET, SPECT to name a few. 

Images obtained using such advanced scanning systems do exhibit better visual quality and 

entropy for in-depth image analysis. 
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